
Nottingham City Council Delegated Decision

Reference Number: 1923
Author: Jeff Abbott
Department: Resources
Contact: Jeff Abbott

 (Job Title: Head of Corporate and Strategic Finance, Email: jeff.abbott@nottinghamcity.gov.uk, Phone: 01158763648)

Subject: Increase in Oracle licensing costs 

Total Value: £80,029 (Type: Revenue) 

Decision Being Taken: To pay the required increase in license and maintenance fee that is now payable in respect of the City Council's use of the
Oracle e-Business suite.  The total is made up of £65,597.50 as a one off license fee and additional ongoing support costs of
£14,431.45 annually. 

As the terms of the contract may require future increases in these fees the ability to arrange payment is delegated to the Chief Finance
Officer 

Reasons for the Decision(s) Various metrics are used when identifying the fee to be paid in order to correctly license the Council's use of the Oracle e-Business
suite. One of these is budget requirement and as the City Council's budget requirement rose in the years since the original
implementation, an additional licensing fee is now payable.  

Other Options Considered: Effectively, there is no option available other than to breach the terms of the Oracle licensing agreement. 
The requirement to honour incremental changes in the Oracle license fee is included within the service contract between the City
Council and the Oracle Corporation, which governs the provision and use of Oracle software.  Officers within Finance and IT are
working with Oracle to ensure that these arrangements are based on accurate information. 

This service contract expires on 31 March 2019 

Background Papers: None 
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Published Works: None 

Affected Wards: Citywide 

Colleague / Councillor
Interests: 

None 

Consultations: Those not consulted are not directly affected by the decision. 

Crime and Disorder
Implications: 

None 

Equality: EIA not required. Reasons: This decision does not relate to new or changing policies, services or functions 

Social Value
Considerations: 

Not applicable 

Decision Type: Portfolio Holder 

Subject to Call In: Yes 

Call In Expiry date: 13/04/2015 

Advice Sought: Legal, Finance, Procurement 

Legal Advice: The provider is entitled to reassess the licensing costs on the basis of Council's operational budget. Indeed if there is an increase in the
operating budget the Council should declare this and make the appropriate payment. Finance have agreed the figure for the overall
operational budget that was submitted to Oracle which supports the increase for the current use.  

 
Advice provided by Brian Lewis Stewart (Solicitor) on 30/03/2015. 

Finance Advice: The license fee increase was an unforeseen increase imposed by Oracle and will be funded from reserves 
 
Advice provided by Susan Tytherleigh (Senior Finance Manager) on 27/03/2015. 
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Procurement Advice: The proposal is to spend an additional £80,029 in order to ensure the Council is correctly licenced with Oracle e-Business suite. Oracle
use organisational size and budget as a basis to calculate fees, and the City Council's budget requirement has risen in the years since
the original implementation, incurring an additional licensing fee. 

On discussions with the report author, it is confirmed that research and compliance checks have been conducted to ensure that this is
the correct fee and that the Council is not paying this unnecessarily. Legal have been consulted to check the existing contract terms
and confirm that we are obliged to pay an increase. It is on this basis that the additional spend is supported and there are no
procurement issues as it is requirement under our current contract.  

 
Advice provided by Rosalie Parkin (Category Manager) on 17/02/2015. 

Signatures Graham Chapman (PH for Resources and Neighbourhood Regeneration) 

SIGNED and Dated: 02/04/2015 
Glen O'Connell (Acting Corporate Director of Resources) 

SIGNED and Dated: 01/04/2015 
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